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ABSTRACT

Superscalar processors take advantage of speculative execution to improve performance. When the speculation turns out to be incorrect, a recovery procedure is initiated. The back-end of the processor cannot be flushed due to having a mixture of both valid and invalid instructions. A basic solution is to wait for all valid instructions to retire and then purge the invalid instructions. However, if a long latency operation, such as a Last-level Cache (LLC) miss appears before the misspeculation point, the back-end recovery time significantly increases.

Many proposed mechanisms selectively flush invalid instructions in order to speed up the back-end recovery. In general, these mechanisms rely on broadcasting some misprediction related tags to remove the instructions from any back-end structures, such as ROB, LSQ, RS, etc. The hardware overhead in these mechanisms is nontrivial and can potentially affect the processor clock cycle time if they are on the critical path. Moreover, a checkpointing mechanism or a walker needs to be added to accelerate the recovery of the front-end register alias table (F-RAT).

We propose a two-phase recovery mechanism which does not need any walking or broadcasting process and can still match the performance of the state-of-the-art recovery approaches. The first phase works similar to a typical basic recovery mechanism and the second phase is not triggered until the back-end is stalled by an LLC miss load. In that case, the second phase treats the load as a misspeculation and recovers from this load. Since the LLC miss response time is usually much longer than the time to fill the entire pipeline with new instructions, in most cases our mechanism can completely overlap the branch misprediction recovery penalty with the cache miss penalty.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computer systems organization → Superscalar architectures;

1 INTRODUCTION

Speculative execution is a key component for modern processors to reach high performance. Predicting the branch direction and the target address [15] helps the processor to keep fetching subsequent instructions when the branch is unresolved. Value prediction [17] is used to overcome the data dependence limitation. Memory dependence prediction [20] is designed to bridge the in-flight stores and loads. With the given progress of speculative execution, we believe more and other types of speculation will be involved in the design of future architecture.

When the speculation is verified to be incorrect, a recovery procedure is triggered: I) The branch predictor’s state is restored back to the misprediction point [12] so that the correct path instructions can be predicted properly; II) The fetch engine redirects to the correct path following the misprediction; III) The RAT (Register Alias Table) is reverted back to the misprediction point so as to correctly rename the new valid instructions; IV) The resources which are occupied by the incorrectly fetched instructions are released.

These are the general tasks that any recovery mechanism should handle.

Figure 1: A basic recovery mechanism

A basic recovery mechanism, which is probably explained in every computer architecture book, is shown in Figure 1. The left hand side of the figure represents the instruction state in the pipeline. The
front-end includes fetch, decode, rename and dispatch stages. The back-end includes the Reorder Buffer (ROB), Reservation Station (RS) and Load/Store Queue (LSQ). The right hand side of the figure depicts the control flow graph (CFG) of the executing program fragment, including all the instructions currently in the pipeline.

Figure 1(a) shows the initial state at which I1 is the oldest instruction in the back-end. I5 is a branch which was predicted to take the left path followed by I6. This branch is found to be a misprediction in Figure 1(b). Therefore, the instructions following I5 all become invalid and the fetch engine is rolled back to the mispredicted branch I5. Since the instructions left in the front-end are invalid, they can be cleared immediately. However, the back-end contains a mixture of valid and invalid instructions. Therefore, it can not be flushed. In Figure 1(c), I1, I2 and I3 are retired and new instructions starting with I20 fill the front-end. Since the back-end has not fully recovered, the new instructions are not allowed to be dispatched to the back-end. Finally, in Figure 1(d), the last two valid instructions left in the back-end, I4 and I5, are retired followed by a flush to clear the entire back-end. From this point on, the recovery procedure is completed and the new instructions will move to the back-end and start executing.

The time to recover the back-end is not necessarily longer than the time to fill the front-end with new instructions. However, if the back-end recovery is stalled by some long latency operation such as an LLC load miss, the penalty can be detrimental to the overall performance. As a result, several techniques were designed to address this issue specifically. We assessed these techniques and found that all of them require special storage and a broadcasting network to eliminate stale instructions dynamically. For example, in [11, 18], each unresolved branch has its own branch tag. The instructions have a set of branch tags indicating which branch they are dependent on. When a branch is mispredicted, the corresponding branch tag is broadcast to the entire pipeline which either selectively eliminates or marks its dependent instructions. Golander et al. uses checkpoint tags to selectively flush misprediction dependent instructions [8]. All of these mechanisms have to allocate renaming tags up-front for each instruction which may lead to a misspeculation, such as branches. On the other hand, if the instruction is not assigned a special tag, such as a load instruction, the corresponding misspeculation has to be recovered with a basic mechanism. Furthermore, the hardware cost of selective flushing is non-negligible. For every entry within the components in the back-end, a tag storage and a comparator needs to be added. A typical superscalar processor might have hundreds of these entries (Intel Skylake, 224 entry ROB, 97 entry RS, 72 entry Load Buffer, 56 entry Store Buffer). Furthermore, these comparator matrices consume additional energy during the recovery.

We argue that selective flushing speeds-up recovery only when the back-end recovery is blocked by some long latency operation and this is not the common case in real execution. Back in Figure 1, if the mispredicted instruction I5 can be retired fast enough, the back-end can be reset without blocking the front-end. The reset process efficiently eliminates every instruction left in the back-end. In summary, when the back-end recovery time is short, the basic recovery mechanism works well. When the back-end recovery is long, a better recovery mechanism which is also cost-effective is desirable. We propose a two-phase recovery mechanism to optimize the recovery time for these two scenarios.

In our proposed mechanism, when a misprediction is detected, the first phase of the recovery is initiated. This phase is nothing but the basic recovery mechanism shown in Figure 1. The second phase will not be triggered until the back-end recovery procedure is stalled by a long latency operation. Among all the long latency operations, loads which miss in the LLC are the most detrimental to the back-end recovery. Therefore, when the ROB head reaches an LLC miss load, the second phase of recovery is triggered. The second phase simply treats the missing load as if it is a load misspeculation and restarts fetching the stream from the load. When the newly fetched stream arrives at the end of the front-end, the back-end is reset and the recovery procedure terminates. During the second phase of recovery, the load and the following instructions left in the back-end cannot be retired nor update any architectural state. When the mispredicted instruction which triggered the recovery procedure is fetched again during the second phase of recovery, instead of the predicted values, the correctly computed values are substituted. For example, a mispredicted branch will use its computed result instead of the prediction provided by the branch predictor.

![Figure 2: The second phase of the recovery](image-url)
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memory response time of \( I4 \) is long enough, the whole pipeline is stalled in Figure 2(d). When that happens, the branch misprediction recovery penalty completely overlaps with the cache miss delay.

![Figure 3: Timeline of Recovery](image)

For the three recovery techniques, basic, selective flushing and two-phase, the recovery timeline is shown in Figure 3. \( T0 \) is the point at which the misspeculation is detected and the recovery procedure commences. \( T1 \) is the time when ROB head reaches the cache miss load and \( T2 \) is the time the cache miss load obtains its data from the memory. For the basic mechanism, from \( T0 \) to \( T2 \), the processor cannot dispatch new instructions to the back-end as the back-end has not recovered. In case of selective flushing mechanism, we assume the flushing operation takes place instantly. Therefore, it takes \( T0 \) to \( T3 \) to fetch and dispatch the new stream starting from the misprediction point and fill the back-end. For the two-phase mechanism, the second phase does not launch until \( T1 \) is reached. Thereafter the processor takes \( T1 \) to \( T4 \) to fetch and dispatch instructions starting from the cache miss load and filling the back-end. Since the two-phase mechanism dispatches more instructions, \( (T4-T1) \) is greater than \( (T3-T0) \). As long as the cache miss latency is longer than this time, the performance of selective flushing and the two-phase recovery would be identical.

2 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

We have explained the reasoning behind why this two-phase recovery mechanism should work well. In this section, we present a preliminary analysis to quantitatively assess the differences between the proposed mechanism and other techniques.

Table 1 lists the recovery related statistics. The evaluation is accomplished by simulating a basic recovery mechanism and the configuration is specified in Section 5. The first part of the data shows the number of mispredictions per 1k retired instructions (MPKI). The data is divided into two subcategories, the back-end recovery stalled by missing loads and the recovery which is not stalled. Clearly, those cases which are not stalled represent the common case and we conclude that the basic recovery mechanism should work well in most cases. The second part of the data shows the number of cycles spent between the misprediction detection and retirement of the mispredicted instruction, namely, the back-end recovery time. This result is also divided into two subcategories. Note that the back-end recovery has a very large delay when it is stalled by cache miss loads except in \( lib \) and \( h264ref \). The average delay is 105.3 cycles through all simulated benchmarks. On the other hand, the average recovery delay is only 4 cycles for those which are not blocked by a cache miss. Given that modern superscalar processors have 10 pipeline stages or more to fetch, decode, rename and dispatch instructions, the back-end recovery delay will be mostly overlapped by the front-end fill delay, if the back-end is not stalled by a cache miss.

![Figure 4: Phase one to Phase two delay](image)

Figure 4 shows the average number of cycles spent between mis-speculation detection and the point when the back-end is blocked by a long latency instruction. In our simulation, the long latency instruction is an LLC miss load. The corresponding delay is equivalent to the data shown in Figure 3 as \( T0-T1 \). It is clear that if the recovery procedure is blocked by a cache miss, the time to arrive at that point is very short. The average delay through all benchmarks is only 2.57 cycles. Moreover, \( hmmer \) and \( gromacs \) have smaller than one cycle delay, which means in most cases the back-end has already stalled when the misprediction is detected.

![Table 1: The average misprediction recovery ratio and the corresponding back-end recovery time](image)
Thereafter, the back-end contains stale instructions belonging to the old path and the valid instructions belonging to the new path. The stale instructions are retired until the mispredicted instruction is reached. The former aims to eliminate the stale instructions before dispatching new instructions. The latter can dispatch new instructions even when the back-end is mixed with valid and invalid instructions. Therefore, the front-end is not restricted by the back-end recovery time. When the mispredicted instruction is retired, selective flushing can eliminate the stale instructions. This delay can also be found in Figure 3 as T4 - T3.

3 RELATED WORK
3.1 Selective Flushing
Before we discuss the details of the microarchitecture implementation of our two-phase recovery mechanism, we visit the related work in this area. Broadly speaking, we can classify the selective invalidation mechanisms into two categories, invalidation before the mispredicted instruction is retired and invalidation after the mispredicted instruction is retired. The former aims to eliminate the stale instructions before dispatching new instructions. The latter can dispatch new instructions even when the back-end is mixed with valid and invalid instructions. Therefore, the front-end is not restricted by the back-end recovery time. When the mispredicted instruction is retired, selective flushing can eliminate the stale instructions.

Detailed data on real implementations of recovery mechanisms in existing processors is scarce as most corporations do not disclose their recovery techniques about reducing the front-end stall time. However, from published patents we have an approximate idea about their designs. Kyker et al. associated each instruction with a path color [14]. When a misprediction is detected, the new instruction stream is assigned a different path color. Hence, the new instruction stream can be dispatched to the back-end even if it has not cleared. At the retire stage, the instructions which belong to the old path are retired until the mispredicted instruction is reached. Thereafter, the back-end contains stale instructions belonging to the old path and the valid instructions belonging to the new path. The stale instructions are retired without updating any architectural state. In order to accelerate the process of retiring stale instructions, several approaches are discussed. One of these mechanisms is to broadcast the old color to eliminate every instruction on the old path simultaneously. The second is to give the old path instructions priority to execute regardless of their operand values.

We argue that any mechanism which eliminates stale instructions after the mispredicted instruction is retired can delay the elimination process for ROB and RS, but not for LSQ since it is searched associatively. For example in Figure 6, a new path (blue) is assigned when the misprediction in the old path (red) is detected. The instructions between the head and the misprediction are valid and the rest of the instructions (red) are stale. If the new load instructions (blue) are dispatched to the damaged LSQ, they may receive incorrect values. In this example, correct execution requires forwarding of the value from SW1 to LW. However, SW2 is closer and its value may be incorrectly forwarded to LW. Since SW1 and SW2 have the same path color, there is no way for the processor to distinguish them. In summary, the LSQ needs to be repaired or at least marked differently before any new memory instruction are dispatched.

McIlvaine et al. proposed a tag broadcasting mechanism to selectively eliminate stale instructions in the back-end [18]. This mechanism is also very similar to Mower [11]. Each branch is assigned a branch flush tag and the tag positionally encodes branches by setting only a single bit. Therefore, the number of tag bits constrains the number of unresolved branches. In addition to the branch flush tag, a branch path tag is created and assigned to each renamed instruction. The branch path tag is the logical aggregation of unresolved branch flush tags. When a branch misprediction is detected, the instruction which has the corresponding bit set in its branch path tag will be flushed. The branch flush tag bit is reclaimed when the particular branch is resolved. A similar mechanism was also proposed for a checkpoint processor [8] except that the branch flush tag is substituted with the checkpoint tag. Another difference is the instructions fetched after the misprediction may belong to multiple checkpoints so the flushing operation is accomplished by broadcasting these checkpoint tags sequentially.

These approaches can identify the stale instructions by assigning different tags upfront, which is better than coloring the path. Nevertheless, the tag has to be allocated before the speculation is initiated. If a mispredicted instruction does not have a tag, it will further complicate the design. Our mechanism does not need any special tags and can recover from any kind of misspeculation.

3.2 RAT recovery
The Register Alias Table (RAT) is used to rename instructions to eliminate false data dependencies. During recovery, any updates made to RAT after the misprediction have to be undone. The basic recovery mechanism incorporates an additional RAT. We refer to the map table used for renaming as the front-end RAT (F-RAT) and to the one used at the retire stage as the Retirement RAT (R-RAT).
R-RAT is updated by retired instructions. During the recovery, when a mispredicted instruction is retired, R-RAT contains the correct register mapping up to that point. Subsequently, R-RAT is copied onto F-RAT and the new instructions are renamed using this corrected F-RAT afterwards [9].

Other than this basic recovery mechanism, the MIPS R10000 and Alpha 21264 processors used checkpoints to restore F-RAT [13, 26]. Zhou et al. proposed EMR (Eager Misprediction Recovery) to take the checkpoint of F-RAT when the misprediction was detected [27]. When the correct F-RAT was recovered, the differences between the checkpoint and F-RAT were the misprediction affected mappings. Thereafter, EMR would insert MOV instructions to forward the correct data to the affected physical registers. Other mechanisms, such as walking, can incrementally repair F-RAT by walking through the ROB [1]. The walking process can walk from either the ROB head by using R-RAT or the ROB tail by using F-RAT. F-RAT is not recovered until the walking process reaches the misprediction. Another special walking mechanism was proposed in Mower [11]. Mower has a bit vector to indicate which logical register is defined after the misprediction and mark them as invalid. Therefore, the renaming procedure continues if an instruction only consumes valid register mappings. In the recovery, Mower walks from the misprediction to the ROB tail and incrementally repairs F-RAT. Mower may potentially recover F-RAT faster than other walking mechanisms.

ROB-free mechanisms were primarily designed to scale up the instruction window [1, 2]. One of these mechanisms is the checkpointing architecture in which each checkpoint is in charge of a group of instructions. Once every instruction in the checkpoint is executed, the checkpoint can be retired. If the mispredicted instruction has a checkpoint, F-RAT can be restored. Otherwise, the recovery process had to roll back to a prior checkpoint. Cristal et al. further optimized this checkpointing architecture [5, 6]. In this technique, a pseudo-ROB was implemented to reduce the number of necessary checkpoints. This pseudo-ROB could retire instructions disregarding their completion status and only assigned a checkpoint if a retired branch was not executed.

### 4 MICROARCHITECTURE

In this section, we elaborate on the microarchitecture details of our two-phase recovery mechanism. Figure 7 demonstrates the state machine diagram of the mechanism. The phase one of the recovery is so pervasive that we will not describe it. We are going to focus on the explanation of the phase two recovery.

![Two phase recovery state machine](image)

1. A misprediction is detected.
2. The misprediction is retired, the back-end is flushed.
3. The ROB head is stalled by a cache miss load.
4. The mispredicted instruction is re-fetched and the invalid instructions are flushed.

**Initialization.** The first step of the second phase is to detect a cache miss load. We adopted the design from Intel’s P6 microarchitecture in which load instructions are kept in a load buffer. Every issued load will receive a feedback at the last cycle of its access, either the required data or a cache miss message. The load buffer maintains these information and when a cache miss load blocks the ROB head, the phase two recovery is initiated.

First, the fetch engine is redirected to the PC of the load which blocks the ROB head. The instructions left in the front-end and the back-end are all treated as invalid instructions. Hence, they are not allowed to retire nor update any architectural state. The state of the branch predictor also needs to be recovered. The most important component is the branch history register (BHR) which contains the previous branch predictions. Usually, the BHR has more history bits than what a branch predictor requires [12]. As a result, the processor can shift back to the misprediction point during the recovery. Each branch instruction has a pointer pointing at the BHR position when the branch is predicted. So if the branch is mispredicted, its pointer is used to recover BHR. In order to recover BHR during phase two recovery, we need a new pointer to keep the location of the most recent retired branch. It is the retirement BHR pointer (R-BP) which works similar to R-RAT. Whenever a branch is retired, its BHR pointer is copied to R-BP. At the beginning of the phase two recovery, R-BP is used to recover BHR. Another very important component is the return stack buffer (RSB) which is used to provide the return address after a function is called. It is possible that RSB is corrupted if the branch inside the function is mispredicted and the return address in RSB has been overwritten. A renamed version of RSB [7] is implemented to overcome this problem, hence the processor can restore RSB after any misprediction. We implement a retirement mapping table for RSB similar to R-RAT. Therefore, RSB can be repaired in phase two of the recovery.

Since instructions left in the pipeline are invalid, they can be immediately evicted during phase two recovery. However, in many cases the two paths emanating from a mispredicted branch instruction converge. As a result, even after a misspeculation was detected, the execution of invalid instructions might still warm up the data cache correctly. Consequently, we have three different flushing policies. The **conservative policy** is to flush both the front-end and the back-end, which wastes the least energy to execute stale instructions. The **moderate policy** only flushes the front-end so that stale instructions left in the back-end are allowed to execute. The **aggressive policy** does not remove any instructions and keeps dispatching stale instructions left in the front-end until the back-end fills up. If the dispatch stage is stalled by stale instructions, these instructions left in the front-end are removed. In this policy, the front-end is mixed with newly fetched valid instructions and stale ones. A one bit coloring mechanism is thus added. Once valid instructions reach the back-end, all stale instructions are eliminated irrespective of the policy that is used.

**Fetch Policy.** In phase two recovery, the misspeculated instruction will be re-fetched and re-executed. If the default prediction is used, this instruction will be mispredicted again and cause a deadlock. Therefore, the execution result should be used to overwrite the prediction for mispredicted instructions.
Figure 8: Overwriting the prediction

Figure 8 illustrates the overwriting mechanism. The task of finding the first misspeculation is done by scanning the ROB entries. Each ROB entry has one bit indicating the misspeculation status. Every fetched instruction has to read its corresponding entry in the ROB and if the entry has the misspeculation bit set, the executed result is used instead of the prediction. From this point on, no instructions are reused. The scan operations are already implemented in the basic recovery mechanism, thus, there is no extra overhead. The misspeculation bit is set when the instruction is executed and reset when the ROB entry is assigned to a new dispatched instruction.

We keep the correct branch direction and the branch target for branches in the branch queue. If the first misspeculation is a branch, the fetch unit reuses the executed result from the branch queue instead of the prediction from the branch predictor. For a load, the colliding store is kept in the load queue. If the first misspeculation is a load, the colliding store is added and the dependent load will not execute until the store has executed. Since the same misspeculation information is maintained in the basic recovery mechanism, no additional overhead is incurred. Other types of misspeculations can be recovered in the same way.

F-RAT and free register pool. While the new instruction stream reaches the rename stage, F-RAT is repaired by copying from R-RAT. This is exactly the same procedure that is used in the basic recovery mechanism. There is no need to take checkpoints or implement a walking process. The free register pool is repaired in the same way as the basic recovery mechanism.

Figure 9: Misprediction due to speculative recoveries

Speculative recovery. Most recovery mechanisms recover in program order such that the oldest misspeculation is repaired. In our mechanism, we assume the instructions between the misspeculation and the ROB head do not cause any more misspeculations during phase two recovery. Therefore, it is speculative and has its own side effect. For example, the top half in Figure 9 shows a branch which was predicted taken. This branch is mispredicted as one of its operands comes from the load and the load reads a value of 5. Thus a recovery procedure is initiated and finally a phase two recovery is issued. The bottom half shows the instruction execution after recovery. The load has the same address as the store which was not executed before the recovery. This time the load is forwarded from the store through the store queue and gets a value of zero. As a result, the branch is mispredicted again. The fact is, although the original prediction was correct, due to the load misspeculation, this is not correctly detected. Therefore, the branch instruction ends up triggering the recovery procedure twice. Our evaluation shows that such cases are rare (fewer than 0.01% of the total misspeculations), so their impact is negligible.

Complexity Comparison. The hardware complexity should be taken into account when we are designing a recovery mechanism. So, we therefore compare the overhead among different techniques.

The first part is the overhead to eliminate stale instructions. The selective flushing mechanism which uses the branch path tag [18] has to keep a tag for every entry in the back-end, such as ROB, RS, LSQ, etc. Whenever a branch is resolved, a single bit is broadcast to reclaim the bit in the branch path tag. If the branch is mispredicted, another bit is broadcast to selectively flush the entries which have the corresponding tag bit set. Figure 10 shows a branch path tag with three bits which are implemented by D-type registers. Initially, the tag was 111 which means the corresponding instruction was dependent on branch 001, 010 and 100. The right side of the figure shows the waveform of the simulation. In the first cycle, branch 001 is resolved and it broadcasts X[0] to reclaim the bit. In the second cycle, branch 010 resolves and it is mispredicted. Therefore, the misprediction bit is set. Since the tag indicates this instruction is dependent on the branch 010, then the "reset entry" signal is triggered to flush the corresponding entry. The number of the D-type registers is determined by the maximum number of unresolved branches and the number of the entries in the back-end.

The second part is the overhead to recover F-RAT. We assessed two commonly used mechanisms, checkpointing and walking. Each checkpoint has to have the same amount of storage as F-RAT. When a checkpoint is allocated, the copy process from F-RAT to the checkpoint has to be done in one cycle or extra delay will be incurred at the rename stage. Since keeping a checkpoint for every branch is costly, a selective checkpoint allocation algorithm is widely used [2]. In which case, a confidence predictor is required and its accuracy will have an immense impact on the utilization of checkpoints. On the other hand, walking process needs at least an additional RAT to walk with. At the beginning of the recovery, this RAT is copied from R-RAT or F-RAT depending on the walking direction. The
walker then walks through the ROB entries to collect the updates of register mappings. If the ROB head is retiring instructions and updating R-RAT at the same time, a second read port to the ROB is necessary for the walker.

Our two-phase recovery mechanism reuses most of the resources needed for a basic recovery technique. The only difference is a two-phase state machine and another detection structure to overwrite the prediction of mispredicted instruction. Table 1 shows that less than 5% of the recoveries were obstructed by LLC miss loads. The total overhead to optimize these 5% cases should be minimized.

5 SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

We simulated our mechanism by using MIPS-I ISA without delayed branching. This ISA is very similar to PISA ISA, used by SimpleScalar [3]. GCC 4.9.2 tailored to this ISA is used to compile the benchmarks and generate binary code with the highest optimization ("-O3") set. We choose Spec 2006 as our benchmark suite. All simulation models were designed with Architecture Description Language (ADL) [21]. The ADL compiler can automatically generate the assembler, the disassembler and a cycle-accurate simulator which respects timing at the register transfer level from the description of the microarchitecture and its ISA specified in ADL language.

In order to efficiently simulate our mechanisms, we incorporated Simpoint 3.2 [22, 25] to minimize the simulation time. For each benchmark, a set of checkpoint images were generated where each checkpoint image contains the complete memory data segments, the register file and the program counter (PC). Other architecture related structures were not included, such as cache, branch predictor, memory dependence predictor, etc. Hence, the simulation of each interval has a cold start. In order to compensate for this effect, we selected a large size, 100 million retired instructions, to simulate each interval. Since each interval simulation was independent of others, we simulated all of the intervals simultaneously to further shorten the simulation time. Currently, the file descriptors are not kept in the checkpoint. Therefore, we cannot simulate an interval if it has file operations and the file descriptor was created before the checkpoint. When this happened, we replaced that checkpoint interval with the dominant checkpoint in that benchmark. In h264ref, we substituted one checkpoint (0.92% weight) with the dominant checkpoint (18.14% weight) and in hmmer, we substituted two checkpoints (0.22%, 0.43% weight) with the dominant checkpoint (98.9% weight). As the replaced intervals have very limited weights (<1.0%), we expect the impact of this substitution to be negligible. We also modified McPAT 1.4 [16] to evaluate the dynamic energy consumption. DRAMSim2 [23] was also embedded to evaluate the memory subsystem behavior.

The benchmarks we simulated in this work are:

- **Integer:** perl, bzip, gcc, mcf, gobmk, hmmer, sjeng, lib, h264ref, astar.
- **Float:** bwaves, milc, zeusmp, gromacs, leslie3d, namd, Gems, tonto, libm, wrf, sphinx3.

We simulated these benchmarks with the "ref" input. The remaining missing benchmarks were not included due to our linker’s inability to link them. The configuration shown in Table 2 was shared by all the simulation models. The implementation details of different recovery mechanisms are as follows:

1. **Recover Afterwards:** In this model, the stale instructions are handled after the misprediction is retired. Path information [14] is carried by every instruction. The new instruction stream fetched after a misprediction was detected is assigned a new path color. So after the mispredicted instruction retires, the remaining instructions belonging to the wrong path are invalid. A walker is implemented to recover F-RAT walking from the ROB head towards the misprediction. The stale instructions are retired without updating any architectural state. There are two methods to retire such instructions sooner. One is to handle them as they execute. We refer to this policy as Recover Afterwards without executing Bogus instructions (RA-WOB). The other is to execute a stale instruction unless it is a LLC miss load where the load is forwarded with a bogus value. This policy is called Recover Afterwards with executing Bogus instructions (RA-WB).

2. **Recover Beforehand:** This architecture selectively flushes the stale instructions before the misprediction is retired. A branch flush-tag is assigned to the branch when it is renamed and a check-point of F-RAT is taken with this branch. If this branch is mispredicted, its tag is used to evict the stale instructions and its checkpoint is used to recover F-RAT. There are two different configurations to assign flush-tags. One is to greedily assign whenever the flush-tags are available. The other is to assign tags only for the low confidence branches. We implemented a confidence predictor [24] within the internal storage of the branch predictor. The two policies we evaluate are Recover Beforehand with Greedy Allocation (RB-X-GA) and Recover Beforehand with Low confidence Allocation (RB-X-LA). The ‘X’ represents the number of flush-tags which is also equal to the number of checkpoints. Both configurations keep dispatching branches with no checkpoints when checkpoint space is not available. Note, these approaches cannot recover other types of mispredictions and are limited to branches which have flush tags. A basic recovery mechanism is used for these mispredictions.

3. **Two-Phase:** This is our mechanism which can recover from any type of misprediction and does not need special tags or checkpoints.
4. **Inf:** This simulation model has an infinite number of checkpoints. Therefore, it can recover from any type of misspeculation.

6 **SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS**

**Recover Afterwards and Two-Phase.** Figure 11 shows the IPC results normalized to the Inf configuration for RA-WOB, RA-WB and Two-Phase. Using geometric means, the results in RA-WOB, RA-WB and Two-Phase are 0.988, 0.998 and 0.994 respectively. In the figure, RA-WB outperforms the architecture with an infinite number of checkpoints in gcc and mcf. The reason is RA-WB can execute stale instructions and is able to warm up the cache. However, Inf has to flush stale instructions and the future loads experience a longer latency. From our experiments, the average load latency in RA-WB is 36.6 cycles for gcc and 104.7 cycles for mcf. The latency in Inf is 37.7 cycles for gcc and 108.1 cycles for mcf.

RA-WB surpasses RA-WOB in most benchmarks except in **bzip2** where executing stale instructions negatively affects performance. Stale instruction execution may warm up the cache, but it can also evict some useful cache lines. From our experiments, the average load latency for **bzip2** is 26.9 cycles in RA-WOB and 28.7 cycles in RA-WB. It is clear that more useful cache lines were evicted by stale instruction execution in **bzip2**.

Using geometric means, RA-WB works better than Two-Phase, but only marginally. We argue that most of the benefits are contributed by a single benchmark, **mcf**. Therefore, we calculated the Gmean again excluding **mcf** and Two-Phase was about 0.1% better than RA-WB. The performance of RA-WB is highly dependent on the behavior of stale instruction execution. We simulated an architecture with the basic recovery mechanism and RA-WB performed even worse than the basic recovery mechanism in **bzip2**. On the other hand, Two-Phase consistently worked better than the basic recovery mechanism in all benchmarks. Two-phase outperformed the basic recovery mechanism by up to 8.35% (astar). The Gmean is 3.05% for Inf and 0.4% for FP.

**Recover Beforehand and Two-Phase.** Figure 12 shows the IPC for RB-8-GA, RB-8-LA and Two-Phase normalized to the Inf models. The Gmean is 0.995, 0.992 and 0.994 respectively. The performance gap between a checkpointing architecture and Inf is caused by misspeculations which are not covered by checkpoints. We collected the number of misspeculations which have checkpoints in RB-8-GA, shown in Table 3. The “total” column means the total number of Misspeculations Per 1k retired Instructions (MPKI), including branch misspeculations and memory ordering misspeculations in our simulation. The “ratio” column represents the percentage of misspeculations which have checkpoints. In RB-8-GA, only branches are assigned checkpoints. As shown, a very large number of misspeculations are assigned checkpoints in **hmmer**, thus the performance is very close to Inf. On the other hand, **perl**, **mcf** and **astar** had fewer misspeculations covered by the checkpoints so the performance gap enlarges.

The performance gap between Two-Phase and Inf in Figure 12 is due to the extra delay in phase one and phase two of the recovery. In phase one, even if the ROB head is not blocked by any LLC cache miss load, retiring instructions before the misprediction may still take a long time. If the time to retire these instructions is longer than the time it takes for the valid instructions to go through the front-end, the front-end is stalled. In phase two, it takes extra cycles to enter phase two (Figure 4) and additional cycles to re-fetch the valid instructions before the misprediction (Figure 5).

**Table 3: The misspeculations which have checkpoints**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total (MPKI)</th>
<th>ratio</th>
<th></th>
<th>total (MPKI)</th>
<th>ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perl</td>
<td>7.9478</td>
<td>88.48%</td>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>10.9672</td>
<td>89.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>2.2935</td>
<td>85.64%</td>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>9.3805</td>
<td>77.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gobmk</td>
<td>11.5669</td>
<td>94.08%</td>
<td>hmmer</td>
<td>11.1747</td>
<td>96.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>9.0844</td>
<td>87.42%</td>
<td>lib</td>
<td>0.0679</td>
<td>42.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l264ref</td>
<td>1.7351</td>
<td>90.45%</td>
<td>astar</td>
<td>11.3023</td>
<td>95.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bwavex</td>
<td>0.4615</td>
<td>97.23%</td>
<td>milc</td>
<td>0.3066</td>
<td>99.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zeusmp</td>
<td>2.4386</td>
<td>97.35%</td>
<td>gromacs</td>
<td>28.6453</td>
<td>99.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leslie3d</td>
<td>12.0843</td>
<td>98.04%</td>
<td>namd</td>
<td>1.224</td>
<td>98.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gens</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td>99.93%</td>
<td>tonto</td>
<td>4.0568</td>
<td>98.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibm</td>
<td>0.0163</td>
<td>99.90%</td>
<td>wrf</td>
<td>1.0344</td>
<td>97.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sphinx3</td>
<td>1.6993</td>
<td>89.92%</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>6.0710</td>
<td>91.48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13 depicts the extra cycles incurred by Two-Phase for every 1k retired instructions. This delay is divided into two parts, phase one and phase two. Apparently, the delay in phase two dominates the total delay. In the figure, **mcf**, **hmmer** and **astar** have the most extra delays, thus Two-Phase has the highest performance gap in these benchmarks compared with Inf.

**Allocation Algorithms in Checkpointing Architectures.** Figure 14 illustrates the Gmean of architectures with different checkpoint sizes and different allocation algorithms, normalized to Inf. Note that with 4 checkpoints, the low confidence allocation algorithm works slightly better than the greedy algorithm. But in case of 8 checkpoints, the greedy algorithm works better. This is because when the resources are constrained, a more efficient allocation algorithm is better. Otherwise, allocating resources greedily is better as the low confidence allocation may not fully utilize the available resources.

**Memory latency effect.** The memory accessing latency has a substantial impact on the overall performance and the average latency is 137.5 cycles through all the benchmarks. We simulated our Two-Phase algorithm using different memory frequencies and the results are shown in Figure 15. Note that Two-Phase gets closer to Inf as the memory latency increases. From the timeline in Figure 3, we learned that it is more likely for Two-Phase to have the same state as Inf if the memory latency is longer. As a result, more recovery penalties overlap with cache misses.

**ROB size effect.** Figure 16 shows the performance of our Two-Phase algorithm using different ROB sizes, normalized to Inf. The performance gets closer to Inf when the ROB size is reduced. The reason is similar to the case of memory frequency. A smaller ROB is much easier to fill when a load misses in the cache and blocks retirement. Therefore, more branch mispredictions overlap with the cache miss latency. On the other hand, Inf can fetch and execute instructions earlier than Two-Phase when the pipeline is not stalled with a larger ROB.
Issue width effect. We also evaluated the effect of issue width and illustrated the results in Figure 17 which were normalized to Inf. A more aggressive processor works better as the time to re-fetch and re-execute valid instructions decreases. Moreover, we set the retire width the same as the issue width. Therefore, the time to enter the phase two mode is also reduced in a more aggressive processor.
instruction results between the cache miss load and the misprediction. When the valid instructions are re-dispatched to the back-end, they are assigned the same entries in the ROB and LSQ. Therefore, the computed result is adopted if the instruction has been executed. The column of “reuse” in the Table shows the EDP result compared to a basic recovery mechanism which does not re-execute valid instructions. It is clear that any benchmark which has many valid instructions (Table 1) leads to consume more energy. For example, mcf, hmmer and astar have the largest number of second phase recoveries. They consume the most extra energy.

Two-phase has to re-execute valid instructions which consumes additional energy. Table 5 shows the total energy consumption normalized to a basic recovery mechanism. It is clear that any benchmark which has many second phase recoveries (Table 1) leads to consume more energy. For example, mcf, hmmer and astar have the largest number of second phase recoveries. They consume the most extra energy.

7 CONCLUSION
The proposed architecture attempts to reduce the misprediction recovery penalty in two different scenarios. For the most common case, a simple and efficient basic recovery mechanism is used. For the case in which the retire stage is blocked by a long latency operation, a refetch-all recovery mechanism is used to overlap branch recovery with the long latency execution. This two-Phase recovery algorithm has a performance very close to the state-of-the-art recovery mechanisms, but its implementation is significantly simpler. The structures which are used in phase one recovery can be fully reused during phase two of the recovery in an efficient way. No special tags nor checkpoints are necessary and no selective flushing is required.

We implemented and simulated our Two-Phase algorithm for single-threaded applications. We believe the algorithm can be easily implemented in a multi-core processor and is likely to yield even better outcomes. A typical multi-core processor uses a single LLC which is shared by all the cores. Therefore, the latency of LLC misses are much larger than the case with a single core processor. We already have demonstrated that Two-Phase works better when the cache miss latency is longer.
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